MANIFESTO

I, Mansi Khedekar (160110005), if elected for the post of SECRETARY OF SPORTS AFFAIR of Hostel 10 will do the following:-

INITIATIVES:
- Online fitness/Diet quiz.

INTER-HOSTEL GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:
- Maintain a database of players of each sports
- Will notify the players about GC's in advance
- Will do proper publicity of GC's in advance
- Will confirm the rules of GC’s in advance
- Will see to it that refreshments and first aid kit is available for the participants
- Keep a record of participants and announce Player of GC awarding them with jerseys as soon as possible
- See to it that the event is Photographed and put up the results with photos just after the event

INTRA-HOSTEL EVENTS:
- Will organize formal as well as informal games in hostel fest as well as weekend
- Conduct sports events on Republic day
- Will give incentive to participants through prizes to increase participation

MAINTENANCE:
- Will look after the gym room, pool room and TT room
- Will take care of gym equipments and their security
- Will maintain and try to increase the cycle pooling of the hostel
- Will keep a track of equipments in the sports cupboard
- Fine shall be charged against damages
- Keep the first aid box updated
- Will maintain the board in mess about GC’s and PLayer of GC

MISCELLANEOUS:
- Will be an active member of the council
- Will help out hostel events like PAF, Valfi, etc.
- Will keep the Facebook Group active
- Will update the google Group of H10
- Will try my best to help out other secretaries and council members

CREDENTIALS:
- Cultural Secretary of H15
- PLayer of GC in Swimming 2016
- Inter-IIT Silver medalist
- 1st Position in Triathlon GC
- 1st Position in Swimathon 2017 with 21.3km (All time Record)
- 3rd in discus and 2nd in 4*100 relay at SPORTSAGA, ICT tournament